Product Guide
dataJAR Defend
Mac security-as-a-service

What is it?

dataJAR Defend is the result of close collaboration between our development team and Malwarebytes, one of the
leading security vendors in the Apple platform, to develop a native macOS threat detection and remediation service
that is tightly integrated into our datajar.mobi platform.
Once enabled for managed devices, dataJAR Defend will work in the background to aggregate and analyse all
known threat detection layers, enabling ironclad device security with minimal end-user impact. This intelligent
integration between macOS endpoints and the datajar.mobi platform means we can understand when “bad stuff”
happens, like attacks that successfully execute on organisation devices, and act on it.
Combined with our data analytics systems and expert research analysis, we process thousands of device
remediations each day keeping your organisation’s Macs secure and healthy.

Service highlights:

Who is dataJAR Defend for?

•
•

Organisations that do not currently have any security
product, or have a security product that is delaying
their adoption of the latest version of macOS.

•
•

Automatic threat detection and remediation
Simple deployment, we just enable this service
within datajar.mobi
Managed alerting to our service desk
Zero-day support for macOS

How does it work?

Designed to work alongside Apple’s built-in security framework, dataJAR Defend is as lightweight as possible.
Once enabled within datajar.mobi, a small agent will be deployed to your managed Macs. This will require no userintervention and the process takes place in the background without affecting the user experience.
We use our own security agent called Warden which is there to ensure your device is kept running, secure and threat
free. It will proactively monitor, initiate scans and watch for any suspicious quarantined files. If it detects a threat, it
will forcibly initiate communication with the datajar.mobi cloud and immediately alert our service desk of the issue as
well as remediating the threat.
dataJAR Defend is developed and managed by our technical team in its entirety. We do this to ensure that we
maintain complete control of the data and technology stack, providing you with the knowledge and confidence that
your managed devices and data are secure.
This is an annual subscription that can be purchased as a datajar.mobi add-on.

FAQs

Q: How do I install dataJAR Defend?
A: Our team will enable the service automatically for you.
Q: How do I see the status of dataJAR Defend?
A: The status can be seen within the Simplified Management application or within dataJAR Insights.
Q: How does dataJAR Defend stack up against other solutions?
A: Because we are integrating with the Malwarebytes platform we can offer the very best in detection and
remediation.
Q: Does dataJAR Defend provide on-access scanning?
A: No. With all the other security frameworks already in place with macOS, automatic detection and remediation offer
best all-round device performance and security.

Requirements:

Related products:

•

•
•

dataJAR Defend requirements: https://support.
datajar.co.uk/hc/en-us/articles/360005452798

datajar.mobi for macOS - Licensing
Jamf Protect - Centralised device reporting for
CISO’s

